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Introduction / Roy Todd -- Aspects of the history of aboriginal people
and their relationships with colonial, national and provincial
governments in Canada / Martin Thornton -- Historiography of
Christian missions to Canada's first peoples since 1970 / David N.
Collins -- Aboriginal people in the city / Roy Todd -- Aboriginal
peoples: health and healing / Geoffrey Mercer -- Canadian aboriginal
justice circles: alternatives or compromise in the politics of criminal
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Aboriginal People and Other Canadians discusses a wide variety of
issues in Native studies including social exclusion, marginalization and
identity; justice, equality and gender; self-help and empowerment in
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Aboriginal communities and in the cities; and, methodological and
historiographical representations of social relationships. The
contributors attempt to gauge whether the last decade of the twentieth
century was a time of constructive transition and whether new patterns
of relations are emerging after the recent challenges to the colonial
legacy by Aboriginal people.


